ruby master - feature #6522

migrate extconf.rb documentation from readme.ext to makefile

06/01/2012 06:37 am - zzak (zachary scott)

status: closed
priority: normal
assignee: drbrain (eric hodel)
target version: 2.0.0

description
i've added a patch to move any missing bits from readme.ext appendix c to makefile, in exchange for "see makefile for functions that are available to extconf.rb".

associated revisions
revision 5b2df41b - 06/08/2012 11:21 pm - drbrain (eric hodel)

- readme.ext (prepare extconf.rb): added note to see makefile for documentation of extconf.rb functions. patch by zachary scott.
  [ruby-trunk - feature #6522]
- readme.ext (appendix c): removed in favor of makefile. patch by zachary scott.
- lib/mkmf.rb: merged documentation from readme.ext appendix c. patch by zachary scott.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@35977 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

revision 35977 - 06/08/2012 11:21 pm - drbrain (eric hodel)

- readme.ext (prepare extconf.rb): added note to see makefile for documentation of extconf.rb functions. patch by zachary scott.
  [ruby-trunk - feature #6522]
- readme.ext (appendix c): removed in favor of makefile. patch by zachary scott.
- lib/mkmf.rb: merged documentation from readme.ext appendix c. patch by zachary scott.

revision 35977 - 06/08/2012 11:21 pm - drbrain (eric hodel)

- readme.ext (prepare extconf.rb): added note to see makefile for documentation of extconf.rb functions. patch by zachary scott.
  [ruby-trunk - feature #6522]
- readme.ext (appendix c): removed in favor of makefile. patch by zachary scott.
- lib/mkmf.rb: merged documentation from readme.ext appendix c. patch by zachary scott.

revision 35977 - 06/08/2012 11:21 pm - drbrain (eric hodel)

- readme.ext (prepare extconf.rb): added note to see makefile for documentation of extconf.rb functions. patch by zachary scott.
  [ruby-trunk - feature #6522]
- readme.ext (appendix c): removed in favor of makefile. patch by zachary scott.
- lib/mkmf.rb: merged documentation from readme.ext appendix c. patch by zachary scott.

revision 35977 - 06/08/2012 11:21 pm - drbrain (eric hodel)

- readme.ext (prepare extconf.rb): added note to see makefile for documentation of extconf.rb functions. patch by zachary scott.
  [ruby-trunk - feature #6522]
- readme.ext (appendix c): removed in favor of makefile. patch by zachary scott.
- lib/mkmf.rb: merged documentation from readme.ext appendix c. patch by zachary scott.
History

#1 - 06/01/2012 08:59 AM - drbrain (Eric Hodel)
I don't think the call-seq changes to lib/mkmf.rb are necessary. In some cases they don't match up with the method definitions. Can you remove them?

I think Appendix C. can be removed entirely and and after the extconf.rb method list in "(4) prepare extconf.rb" something like "See MakeMakefile for full documentation of these functions." can be added.

#2 - 06/01/2012 08:56 PM - zzak (Zachary Scott)
- File 0002-Migrate-extconf.rb-documentation-from-README.EXT-to-MakeMakefile.patch added

Hi Eric,

I've updated a new patch with your requested changes, also fixed up the method definitions in "(4) prepare extconf.rb" where applicable.

#3 - 06/02/2012 06:10 AM - drbrain (Eric Hodel)
I think this is good.

Nobu, do you have any comments?

#4 - 06/09/2012 08:21 AM - drbrain (Eric Hodel)
- Status changed from Open to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

This issue was solved with changeset r35977.
Zachary, thank you for reporting this issue.
Your contribution to Ruby is greatly appreciated.
May Ruby be with you.

Files

0001-Migrate-extconf.rb-documentation-from-README.EXT-to-MakeMakefile.patch 06/01/2012 zzak (Zachary Scott)
0002-Migrate-extconf.rb-documentation-from-README.EXT-to-MakeMakefile.patch 06/01/2012 zzak (Zachary Scott)